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AEKYIBACT 
The comrade matrix was introduced recently as the analogue of the companion 
matrix when a polynomial is expressed in terms of a basis set of orthogonal 
polynomials. It is now shown how previous results on determining the greatest 
common divisor of two or more polynomials can be extended to the case of 
generalized polynomials using the comrade form. Furthermore, a block comrade 
matrix is defined, and this is used to extend to the generalized case another previous 
result on the regular greatest common divisor of two polynomial matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
Pi(A) = i pip, i=O,1,2 ,..., 0) 
i=O 
be a set of real orthogonal polynomials defined by the relationships [lo] 
Pcl (A) = 17 Pl (9 = alA + P1; 
Pi(h)=((Yih+Pi)Pi-l(h)-YiPi-2(A), 
(2) 
i=23 > ,...> (3) 
with q >O, yj > 0. Any given nth degree polynomial can be expressed 
uniquely as a linear combination of the set pa(X), p,(A), . . . ,pn(A). Thus two 
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arbitrary polynomials in power form 
a(h)=A”+G,h”-‘+**~ +&, (4 
b(X) =X”n+ &V-r+ * * - + Gm, (5) 
with coefficients over any field, can be written as generuZi,zd polynomials [8] 
u(X)=a,p,(A)+a,p,-,(X)+... +%Pa(% (6) 
b(X)=6,p,(A)+b,p,-l(h)+... +k?%(~). (7) 
We can assume without loss of generality that m < n, for if m = n then b(A) 
can be replaced by 
(br - arkI/%) P,- 1 (A) + 
The associated comrade matrix [6], 
. . . + (h- U”bO/UO) P N. 
-P1 I 
a1 
Y2 32 - 
a2 a2 
A= 0 2 
a3 
0 
-%I - . . . 
UO(y" 
0 
’ (8) 
has u(X) in (6) as its characteristic polynomial. In particular, when q = 1, 
/?, = 0, yi = 0, all i (so that pi (A) =X ‘), A reduces to the companion matrix 
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It has also been shown [6] that 
where 
s, = 
1 0 0 
Pl0 Pll 0 0 
Pzo PZl P!22 
P,- I,0 P,-1,l Pn-12 ... Pn-1.,-l 
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(9) 
(10) 
Our aim in this paper is to show how results [l-6] on the greatest common 
divisor (gcd) of polynomials or polynomial matrices in power form can be 
extended to generalized polynomials using the comrade matrix. We begin 
from a theorem in a preceding paper [6] where it was shown how the gcd of 
a(h) and b(A) in (6) and (5) can be obtained in power form from the matrix 
polynomial b(A)S,,. This result is improved in Sec. 2 to show that the gcd 
can be obtained in generalized form directly, using b(A), with b(h) given by 
(7), thus avoiding the need to know the pii. This is then extended to the case 
of several polynomials in Sec. 3, thereby generalizing an earlier result for 
polynomials in power form [3]. In both these cases we give the correspond- 
ing modified result when the polynomials are expressed in terms of two 
different bases. In Sec. 4 we define a block comrade matrix, associated with 
a polynomial matrix 
A(X)=AOP,(X)+A,P,-~(A)+..- +A,Po@), (11) 
where the Ai are Y X v matrices over some field. This is used in Sec. 5 to 
derive the regular gcd (if it exists) of two such polynomial matrices, this 
being an extension of a result [4] for polynomial matrices in power form. In 
all cases the gcd is obtained by solving an appropriate set of linear equations. 
We are not aware of any previously published results on direct gcd de- 
termination for polynomials and matrices in orthogonal basis form. The ideas 
involved in this paper are closely related to problems in linear control system 
theory, and some relevant applications of the comrade matrix are described 
in [7j and [9]. 
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2. GCD OF TWO POLYNOMIALS 
Let 
d(h)=Ak+dlXk-l+. -- +% (12) 
=d,pk(X)+dlpk~l(h)+... +dkPoN (13) 
be the manic gcd of a(A) and b(X) in (6) and (7). It is obvious that if 
ci=[dk )...) d;,l,O ,...) 01, d=[d/( )...) do,0 ,...) 01, 
then 
d= dS,,. 04 
Furthermore, if we define 
b(A)=b,pm(A)+blpm_l(A)+- +bJ, (15) 
then it is known [6] that k = n - rank[b(A)] and that the rows of b(A) are 
respectively 
r,=[b,,b,_1,..., b,,O >...I 01, r2=rlpl(A),..., 7;1=wn-1(4 
The following generalizes a result [ 1,2] for polynomials in power form, and is 
an improvement over Theorem 3 in [6]. 
THEOREM 1. Let cj denote the i th column of b(A) in (15). Then 
$+I>.*., c,, are linearly independent, and if the numbers xii are defined by 
Ci= ,=.+,xiiCiy i=1,2 ,..., k, (16) 
then dl=dOxk+l_-[,k+l, 1=1,2 ,..., k, with d,,=(a,Ci,...cu,)-? 
Proof. As has been stated, the rows of d(A) are respectively 
4 &,(A), . . . , dp,_l(A). Also, if b(X)= b,(h)d(X), then b,(A) is nonsingular 
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[6], and rank[d (A)] = n - k. Let E denote the matrix formed by the first 
12 - k rows of d(A). Then applying (9) and (14) to E gives 
d 
dA 
E=S,_, . 
= S n-k 
In view of the special form [l] of the central matrix on the right in (17), it is 
easily verified that the last n - k columns of E are 
S n-k 
1 0 0 
2, 1 0 0 
0 cl1 1 
0 0 ... q 1 
Pkk 0 
??k+l,k Pk+l,k+l 0 
Pn-1,k Pn-l,k+l . . * Pn-l,n-1 
showing that the last n - k columns of d(A) are linearly independent. If si 
denotes the ith column of d(A) and 
si= ,=$+, yiisP i=l,2 ,..., k, (18) 
then inspection of the first row of d(A) reveals immediately that 
Finally, since 
d -d ktlpl- 0 !h,k+lr Z=12 k. 2 >...> 
C, = h, (A)s, 
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it is clear that xii E yii, all i, j, and d, = (or.. . a,,-‘, since d(h) is manic. n 
Provided that the relationships (2) and (3) are known, Theorem 1 thus 
provides a method for determining directly the gcd of two polynomials, all 
being expressed in generalized form. Notice that the rows of b(A) are easily 
obtained using the recurrence relation (3), which gives 
=ri_l(“i-1A+Pi_1Z)-Yi-l~i-2, i=3,...,n. 
The result is easily modified if the two polynomials are expressed in terms of 
different bases. Suppose that instead of (6) we have 
a(A) =&lq,(A)+ &q,-,(A) +. . . +&q,(h), (19) 
where 
qi(A)= i qi,M 
j=O 
is another set of orthogonal polynomials. Between the coefficients a,,&, the 
relationship 
[ci,,..., &)]=[a n>...,qj]Tns”-’ 
holds, where 
1 
T, = 
410 
4n- I,0 
0 
911 
4n-1.1 . . 4” 
0 
-l,n- 
and S, is the matrix in (10). Generalizing Theorem 3 in [S], we obtain the gcd 
d(h) in (13) of a(h),b(A) in (7) and (19) respectively. In fact, letting A, 
denote the comrade matrix of u(h) in (19), then this is related to the comrade 
matrix A in (8) by the equation 
A,= T,CT,,-‘= T,S,-‘AS,T,-? (20) 
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Moreover 
b(A,)T,S,-‘= T,S,-%(A) 
= [ T, S,- ‘cl,. . . , T, S,- ‘cn 1, 
and so from Theorem 1 we have: 
COROLLARY 1. Zf d(h) in (13) is the gcd of a(h), b(A) in (7) and (19), 
then k= n-rank[b(A,)]. Let the coZumn.s of b(A,)T,S,-’ be O1,.. .,B,,. Then 
8 ,_+ 1,. . . ,O, are linearly irw!ependent, and dl = dark+ l_l,k+l, l= 1,2,. . . , k, 
do=(a,...aJ1 where 0i=X~=k+1~,i8i. 
The result in the Corollary is clearly less useful than that of the theorem, 
because of the need to determine the factor T,,S,- ‘. 
EXAMPLE. Take the Legendre polynomials 
PO (A) = 1, Pl N =A, 
Pi (‘) = FApi-JA) - + pi_z(x), i=2,3,... . 
If 
a(A)=~p,(h)-~p,(h)-~p,(h)+~p,(h)-~p,(X) 
( =h4-A3-4h2+4X), 
w)=$P3(w-~P2(+~Pl(v+~Po(~) (=h3-2V-X+2), 
then from (8), 
0 100 
1 
A=; 0 2 o $0 3, 
5 5 
17 17 17 
6 2 3 1 
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4 2 4 2 
3 -ii -3 s 
1 13 2 2 
5 5 
-11 16 
3 8 3 1 
12 _%Z -1z 
2 10 17 5 
It is readily verified that rank[ b(A)] = 2 and that ci = s ca + 15c,, cs = - z ca 
- 16c,, so by Theorem 1 the gcd of a(A) and b(X) is $ ps(X) -3p,(A) + gp,(h) 
(=A’-33X+2). 
3. GCD OF SEVERAL POLYNOMIALS 
We now extend the preceding result to the case of u + 1 polynomials in 
generalized form. Without loss of generality, let the polynomial a(X) having 
highest degree be denoted by (6), and the remaining polynomials by 
bi(A)=biop,-l(X)+bilW-2(‘)+... bi,n-lpo(‘), i=1,2 ,..*,(J, (21) 
where the bi, need not, of course, be nonzero. Generalizing (15), we define 
the matrix 
G(A) = 
L . b,iA) 
and application of (9) to (22) shows that 
(22) 
G(A)=(Zo@Sn)G(C)Sn-‘. (24 
Since it has been shown [3] that the degree k of the gcd of a(A), 
b,(h), . . . , b,N is n-rank[ G (C)l, it follows immediately from (23) that k = n - 
rank[ G (A)]. Furthermore, if d(A) in (13) now denotes this gcd, then as 
before dO=(oioZ...cyk)-l, and if 
bi (A) = ri(A)d (A), i=l,2 u, ,..., 
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then 
G (A) = d (~)d (A), (24) 
where e(A) has rows T,(A) ,..., TJA). Since CZ(X),T,(A) ,..., rO(h) are rela- 
tively prime, G(A) is nonsingnlar. Hence, if the columns of d(A) are denoted 
by s,, as before, and the columns of G(A) by gi, then (24) implies 
that gi = @A)si, i = 1 2 , , . . . ,n. The relationship between the columns of 
d(A) remains unaltered from that stated in Theorem 1, so we have estab- 
lished 
THEOREMS. Let gi denote the i th column of G (A) in (22), and let d(X) 
in (13) be the gcd of u(X),b,(A),...,b,,(h). Then k=n-rank[G(A)], 
gk+lt..*> 
1,2,..., 
g, are linearly independent, and d~=((Y1(YZ...(Yk)-lxk+l_I,k+l, 1= 
k, where gi=X~=k+lx,igi. 
As stated in Sec. 2, the rows of each matrix hi(A) are easily calculated 
recursively. In the case where two different bases are used [so the polynomi- 
als o(h), b,(A), . . . , b,(X) are expressed in the forms (19) and (21)], then due to 
(20) and (22) we get 
Moreover, because 
the gcd d(h) in (13) of the above polynomials is obtained as follows: 
COROLLARY 2. Let & denote the i th column of G(A,) T,,S,,- ‘; then 
k = n - rank[G(A,)]; &+i, . . . , $, are linearly independent; and d, = 
(a l...ak)-lTk+,p@+l, l=l,2 ,..., k, where &=z;=k+17ij5j. 
However, it is interesting to note an alternative expression for G(A) in 
(22). If we set 
hi=[bi,n-1>‘..>bio]> i=l,2 ,..., u, 
and H is the matrix having rows h l,. . . , h,, then because of the previously 
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stated form of Z+(A) we have 
G(A)=6(A,H)M, 
where 6 (A, N) is the “generalized” observability matrix [9] 
H 
HP1 (4 
QA,H)= . 
HP,:,(A) 
associated with a linear control system 
3;=Ax, y=Hx, 
and M is a suitable permutation matrix. 
4. BLOCK COMRADE FORM 
The block companion matrix associated with the regular polynomial 
matrix of order Y and degree n, 
A(X)=~J”+A”,X”-‘+... +A”,, (25) 
is 
0 Z 0 
0 0 I 0 
cg= : (26) 
0 . 0 o’z 
-fi, _i”_l -.. -A”, 
and det(XZ,, - C,) zdetA(X). In a similar way, if A(X) is represented in the 
generalized form (ll), so that A, = (al.. . a,,) ‘I,, then the generalization of 
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(8) is the block comrade form 
THEOREM 3. The matrices (26) and (27) are related by the similarity 
transfnmutiun 
where S, is the matrix in (10). 
Proof. Let X1,...,k be an arbitrary set of n distinct real or complex 
numbers, and define 
Li=Ai@z”, h,=[l,A, )...) A;-‘]‘; i= ,...,n. 1 (29) 
Using (2), (3), (10) and (29) we get 
PO (W 
PI (&I’ 
A,(S,,Ci3Zv)Li=A,(S,,R,@ZI,)=A, . 
x,PAW 
Xip,-,(xi)Z-(OL1...(Y,-1)A(Xi) J 
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Moreover, we have 
=(snni@z”)Aiz”- : 
0 
and this is in turn equal to the expression in 
thus gives 
(31) 
(30). Combining (30) and (31) 
i=l,...,n. (32) 
If we set 
where in view of (29) V is a Vandermonde matrix, then (32) can be written 
as 
and this verifies (28) because 0 is nonsingular. 
An immediate consequence of (28) is 
COROLLARY 3. 
n 
det(XZ,,-A,)-det(hl,,- C,)=detA(A). 
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5. REGULAR GCD OF TWO POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
Let A(h) in (25) and 
B(A)=ziJ”-‘+BlX”-2+ f * * +ti”_l (39 
be two polynomial matrices having dimensions Y X v and 1-1 X v respectively, 
with A(A) of degree n and B(X) of degree at most n - 1. If the above 
polynomials are represented in orthogonal form, i.e., (11) and 
B(h)=B,p,-l(X)+BlPn-2(A)+... +~“-l?&L (34 
then it is easily verified that 
[L.., A”,,Z]=[A,,...,A,,A,](S,+,~I,), 
(35) 
[L..., B,,B,] = [B”_ 1,...31,B,](S”@‘J. 
Following [4] we define 
i;=[B,_, ,..., B,,B,], r= [B,_, ,..., B,,B,], (36) 
l? r 
kg 
R” {+)3(h)}= . > 
TPl (A,) 
R {A(X),B(h)}= . . (37) 
Applying (28) and (35) to R {A(h),B (X)} produces 
=(%@Zp)R” {A(X),B(X)}(S,~Z,)-‘, (38) 
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so that by Theorem 2 in [4] we have 
rankR{A(X),B(h)}=rankR” {A(X),B(A)}=(n-k)~, 
where k is the degree of the right gcd q (X) of A(h) and B (A), assuming that 
the gcd is regular. Moreove_r, if A(h) = A (A)D (A), then rankR {A (A), I3 (X)} is 
equal to the degree of detA(A). Writing 
we can now state a generalization of Theorem 3 of [4], using the block 
comrade in place of the block companion form. 
THEOREM 4. Let F {A(A),B (h)} be the matrix fad by the first 
(n - k) pv rows of R {A(X), B (A)}, and denote its block columns by the 
(n - k) pv x v matrices R,, . . . ,R,,. Then Rk+l,. . . , R, are linearly independent, 
and if 
Ri = i RiXii’ 
i=kfl 
i = 1,. . . , k, (3% 
D k+l-i= DOXi,k+l, i=l,..., k; Do=((Y1...(Yk)-‘Iv. (40) 
Proof. This follows the method of [4]. If we define 
D=[Dk, . . ..D.,D&...,O], 
then the first (n - k) v rows of R {A (A), D (h)} are given by 
POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
where, using (28), 
fi 
EC, 
P= . ) ti=[& )...) l5J”,O )...) 01. 
E,Cn-k-l 
g 
Thus, from (41), we have rankF’ = rank$‘. Since 
fik zyl ... Cl’ Z” 0 ... 0 
0 
i’=. fik 
I... 
z$ El 
I z . . - 0 
. . .‘. .y . .) 
. .,. . . 
. . . . 
0 0 ... ZJ I z5_l ... Cl 1” 
it is easily checked that the last n - k block columns of F’ are 
Z” 0 .-. 0 
0 
(s,_,@&) p1 .*’ ..*’ . . . . . 
0 . . . 
I_ 
Pkk ‘v 0 
Pk+l,k Y Z Pk+l,k+llv 0 
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Denoting the ith block column of F’ by the (n - k)v X Y matrix Q, it is then 
clear from (42) that Qk + 1,. . . , Q,, are linearly independent, and if we write 
Qi = i $+ 1 QjX,p 
then (40) is verified by inspection. The proof is then completed by showing 
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that 
F{A(X),B(h)}=PF’{A(A),B(h)}, (43) 
where P has full rank. In fact, if F {A(h), B (h)} repre_sents_the first (n - _k) ~LV 
rows of R {A(X),B(A)}, then fr om the relationship F = PF’ [4], where P has 
full rank, and from (38): we get 
F{A(h),B(A)}=(S~,~k)Y~)~)F(S,~ZI,)-’ 
=(S~,_,,,~ZI,)P(S,~,~Z,)-'F'{A(A),B(X)}. 
This establishes (43) with 
P’(S~,_&3Zp)P (S”_,@ZJ’. n 
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